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Abstract

Recent increase in space debris combined with the increase in the number of satellites launched has created an increased risk of collisions. The
effects of the increased risk can be seen in the form of an increased number of near misses in recent years. The use of robotic manipulators has
been suggested for Active Debris Removal (ADR) to reduce the risk of potential future collisions that generate more debris in the orbits around
Earth. Compared to other ADR methods, robotic manipulators provide increased versatility as they can be reused for On-Orbit Servicing as well
as On-Orbit Assembly missions. A robotic ADR operation consists of three phases: Approach, Capture, and Detumble. This paper provides a
method for performing feedback-based stabilization of post-capture detumble trajectories of the chaser-debris system. The approach presented
here uses Time-Varying Linear Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR) for stabilization along the detumble trajectory. The contributions of this paper are
as follows: A quaternion-based linearization method for multibody systems with a free-floating base, TVLQR for stabilizing the optimal detumble
trajectory, and a probabilistic Region of Attraction analysis of the resulting closed-loop system. The estimated Region of Attraction could serve
as the goal for the capture controller thus allowing for controller composition through ADR phases while guaranteeing stability and successful
detumble.

© 2022 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction1

An increase in space debris in recent times has led to an2

increased risk of collisions between debris objects and func-3

tional satellites (ESA Space Debris Office, 2022; Anz-Meador,4

2020). This growth in debris population has accentuated the5
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need for Active Debris Removal (ADR) (Liou, 2011). Robotic 6

manipulators have also been suggested as one of the methods 7

for ADR. Along with ADR, their applicability for On-Orbit 8

Servicing (OOS) and On-Orbit Assembly (Graham et al., 1979) 9

demonstrates their versatility. Thus, the technologies developed 10

for control and planning for Robotic ADR could be applied to 11

these other applications as well. A robotic ADR mission con- 12

sists of 3 phases during the proximity operations: Approach, 13

Capture and Detumble. These are illustrated in Figure 1. A 14

robotic ADR mission requires a successful execution of all 3 15
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phases. The success of a phase depends on how well the pre-16

vious phase was executed. For example, an imperfect capture17

which involves large contact forces might result in a system18

state which cannot be stabilized or detumbled using the avail-19

able control resources. Similarly, an approach which is out of20

certain bounds could result in a foiled capture. This highlights21

the need for the analysis of the controllers used in each phase to22

understand their bounds, or Regions of Attraction (RoA). Any23

initial state within the RoA can then be guaranteed to be driven24

to the respective phase’s goal. This RoA could then be goal for25

the preceding phase’s controller thereby connecting the phases26

while guaranteeing a successful robotic ADR mission. Similar27

ideas of Sequential Controller Composition have been applied28

in other fields of robotics to guarantee stability between phase29

and controller transitions (Burridge et al., 1999).30

In this work, we focus on the detumble phase of robotic31

ADR. Other non-robotic detumble methods have been pre-32

sented in the literature (Mark & Kamath, 2019), such as33

by using lasers (Vetrisano et al., 2015) or Eddy currents34

(Gómez & Walker, 2015). These non-contact methods, while35

applicable for certain debris types (Jankovic et al., 2020), are36

not without their challenges. In this work, we focus on detum-37

ble using a robotic manipulator as the methods presented here38

can be extended to On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) and On-Orbit As-39

sembly in the future. Space robots differ from their traditional40

robotic counterparts on Earth as they have a floating base in or-41

bital environment in contrast to the fixed base robots operating42

under gravity on Earth. Due to this, the base spacecraft is free43

to move under the influence of the reaction wrenches gener-44

ated during the operation of the robotic manipulator. This leads45

to a coupling of kinematics and dynamics and requires kino-46

dynamic planning and control even for the simplest of tasks47

(Papadopoulos & Dubowsky, 1991; Dubowsky & Papadopou-48

los, 1993; Flores-Abad et al., 2017). For the method presented49

in this paper, we compute time and effort optimal detumble tra-50

jectory of the full post-capture system which takes into account51

the kino-dynamic coupling, while satisfying the actuation limit52

constraints. We define an ideal capture scenario and use that to53

Approach
Capture

{CoM}

Detumble
ADR Mission Successful

Chaser Spacecraft

Target Spacecraft

Figure 1: Various Phases in robotic ADR proximity operations. The top left
figure shows the Approach phase with the Chaser spacecraft with the robot arm
approaching the target from the right. The focus of this paper are the bottom
phases. Bottom left figure illustrates an ideal Post-Capture Detumble Scenario
with Perfect Synchronisation between Chaser’s end-effector and Target’s grasp-
ing point. The combined chaser-target system then rotate about the system’s
Center of Mass (CoM).

find the initial conditions for the detumble trajectory optimiza- 54

tion. We then use the dynamics as well as the joint torque limits 55

as constraints along with costs on the control inputs, final ve- 56

locity, and time. The trajectory optimization method provided 57

in this work is kept generic to allow for general path or bound- 58

ary constraints, and additional costs a trajectory optimization 59

might need to include for a future mission. Once the feasi- 60

ble and optimal trajectory is obtained, we utilize a Time Vary- 61

ing Linear Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR) as a stabilizing con- 62

troller to execute the trajectory online. Since the trajectory opti- 63

mization uses quaternions for Chaser spacecraft’s attitude rep- 64

resentation, we derive a quaternion-based linearization of the 65

free-floating multibody system dynamics and utilize this new 66

linearization method for synthesizing the TVLQR. We validate 67

this controller using a full dynamic simulation of the system 68

using Drake (Tedrake & the Drake Development Team, 2019) 69

software framework. To find the robustness limits of the derived 70

TVLQR controller, we perform a probabilistic Lyapunov-based 71

RoA analysis which provides a probabilistic guarantee for the 72

region of state-space that this controller can stabilize and drive 73

towards the goal. This results in a controller for detumbling tra- 74

jectory stabilization which is robust to disturbances and is also 75

certifiable for disturbances in the detumble trajectory which the 76

controller can recover from. This RoA can then be used by the 77
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preceding phase’s capture controller as a goal to ensure con-78

troller composition through ADR phases.79

This paper is organized as follows, Section 2 provides an80

overview of the related works, which is followed by an intro-81

duction to free-floating kinematics and dynamics in Section 3.82

The trajectory optimization is detailed in Section 4 followed83

by a method for quaternion-based linearization and trajectory84

stabilization in Section 5. The RoA analysis of the TVLQR85

controller is provided in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this86

work.87

2. Related Works88

Various control strategies have been developed for kino-89

dynamic planning and control of free-floating orbital robots.90

Early works on the control of space robots with free-floating91

base focused on obtaining good end-effector trajectory tracking92

performance while taking into account the free-floating base.93

To achieve this, various approaches such as the virtual manipu-94

lator (Vafa & Dubowsky, 1990; Dubowsky & Papadopoulos,95

1993), disturbance map (Dubowsky & Papadopoulos, 1993),96

and generalized Jacobian matrix (Umetani & Yoshida, 1989)97

can be found in the literature. These approaches provide meth-98

ods to find the joint control inputs to track a given end-effector99

trajectory while accounting for the free-floating base. A more100

comprehensive review of end-effector trajectory tracking and101

control methods can be found in Flores-Abad et al. (2017).102

Control of free floating robotic systems in other application ar-103

eas such as underwater robotics also focus on end-effector tra-104

jectory tracking (Hildebrandt et al., 2008). However, the source105

and purpose of the trajectory is not taken into account in the106

methods given above. This can be applicable for tasks such as107

OOS and On-Orbit Assembly where the end-effector trajectory108

planning problem can be solved using the higher-level problem109

constraints beforehand and this trajectory can then be tracked110

to accomplish the task. However, the path planning problem111

and control problem are intertwined for ADR as the path re-112

quired to be followed cannot be fully determined previously and113

is emergent from the state and dynamic properties of the sys-114

tem, primarily the target, during operation. This has prompted 115

the development of optimization-based methods for planning 116

and control. Here, the higher-level goals for ADR are provided 117

to the optimization solver along with the system’s dynamics as 118

constraints. Some of the most common goals for optimization- 119

based methods is the minimization of time and control effort. 120

The solver then provides a state and control input trajectory 121

which is consistent with the dynamics, satisfies the given con- 122

straints, accomplishes the given goals, along with minimizing 123

the given costs. One of the earliest works in which the tra- 124

jectory was derived from a higher-level goal are the Reaction 125

Null-Space control and Bias-Momentum approach. Nenchev 126

& Yoshida (1999) provide an impact model and post-impact 127

control using inverse dynamics Proportional-Derivative (PD) 128

control for damping joint motion post-impact along with reac- 129

tion null-space control for keeping the base attitude unchanged. 130

Dimitrov & Yoshida (2004a,b) pre-load the chaser spacecraft’s 131

arm with target’s angular momentum during approach to de- 132

tumble without affecting the attitude of the chaser. This is 133

known as the Bias-momentum approach. They further use the 134

reaction null-space and angular momentum equation to derive 135

joint torque control law for the post-impact/contact phase of 136

the mission. Aghili (2013, 2009b,c, 2010, 2020) derives the 137

torque required for time-optimal detumble of the target while 138

taking into account the maximum torque applied on the target 139

by the end-effector of the chaser’s robot arm. The end-effector 140

torque is then controlled using feedback linearization. They 141

also use PD torque control for base attitude. Even though end- 142

effector applied torque limits are considered, joint torque limits 143

and other constraints are not included. This approach is then 144

extended in Aghili (2008, 2009a) to include the approach phase 145

by synchronizing the end-effector velocity during approach to 146

the velocity of the grasping point on the target. In Shibli et al. 147

(2006), inverse dynamics based control is carried out with con- 148

tact constraints. However, joint/base torque limits are not con- 149

sidered. In Matunaga et al. (2001), the detumbling is carried 150

out using cushion-type damper attached to the end-effector of 151

the chaser’s robot arm during contact using slide/push-based 152
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method. In their work, the capture post detumble is not dis-153

cussed. Rybus et al. (2014) provide a Rapidly-exploring Ran-154

dom Trees based trajectory planner to minimize rotational ki-155

netic energy of the system post joint rigidization and stabilize156

the motion about one axis. Furthermore, Rybus et al. (2016)157

compare the optimal motion generated using trajectory opti-158

mization to a reference straight line trajectory. The optimal159

trajectory shows substantially lower power usage for the joint160

motors. They predict that the torque demands for detumbling161

might be higher and hence optimization is an useful approach.162

Zhang et al. (2017) use an adaptive sliding mode control for de-163

tumble of a large inertia target. No torque limits on base/joints164

are considered. In Wang et al. (2018b), the end-effector detum-165

ble trajectory generation was carried out using quartic Bézier166

curves and an adaptive differential evolution algorithm while167

taking into account constraints such as end-effector torque (but168

no joint torque) and target motion. The optimal end-effector169

path minimizes time and control effort. Feedback lineariza-170

tion is then used to compute the system’s control efforts for171

the given end-effector trajectory and PD control is used for172

joint/base torques. Similarly, (Wang et al., 2018a) also use173

quartic Bézier curves and particle swarm optimization to find174

optimal end-effector trajectory for detumbling. They also then175

PD control for joint/base torques. In more recent work, Raina176

et al. (2021) model the system dynamics for approach, impact,177

and post-impact for capture using a dual-arm chaser satellite.178

The pre-impact trajectory tracking uses PD control and the im-179

pact dynamics are estimated using the derived impact model.180

Post-impact reaction null-space control is performed using the181

initial conditions from the given impact modeling. No joint182

constraints were considered.183

While few of the above mentioned works consider other184

phases (approach/capture) during the planning and control for185

detumbling, none of these studies provide any robustness anal-186

ysis for phase transitions or due to the effects of contact during187

capture. Furthermore, few of the methods consider the actua-188

tion limits of the chaser spacecraft and its robot arm. This can189

have a large effect on the detumble trajectory as the control ca-190

pabilities of the system might affect the optimal trajectory that 191

can be followed. The trajectory optimization methods given 192

above generally consider the optimal trajectory of the target 193

body with the constraint on the torques applied on the target. 194

They do not consider the full dynamic trajectory of the com- 195

bined chaser-target system during the optimization procedure. 196

This end-effector trajectory is then usually followed using an 197

inverse dynamics PD control. However, such methods do not 198

take into account the state/actuation limits of the full system 199

such as the position, velocity, or torque limits of the joints and 200

base. To the best of author’s knowledge, a full system (com- 201

bined chaser-target) trajectory optimization along with trajec- 202

tory stabilization and the controller’s region of attraction analy- 203

sis have not yet been reported in this field. These results would 204

allow for better controller composition during a robotic ADR 205

mission. The salient contributions of this paper are as follows: 206

• A generic non-linear post-capture detumble trajectory op- 207

timization formulation capable of including joint, base, 208

and end-effector wrench limits. The method is also easily 209

extendable to include other constraints such as collision 210

constraints. 211

• A quaternion-based linearization of free-floating multi- 212

body system which allows for model-based control for tra- 213

jectory tracking. 214

• A linear trajectory tracking controller (TVLQR) which can 215

track any feasible detumble trajectory. 216

• Region of Attraction analysis of the tracking controller 217

which can be used as a goal for the capture controller to 218

guarantee successful detumble. 219

We approach the detumble problem as a two step process in 220

this paper. First a non-linear trajectory optimization is carried 221

out which takes in account the system-level constraints such as 222

position, velocity, and actuation limits. We then use TVLQR as 223

a trajectory stabilization controller to execute the given trajec- 224

tory. The robustness of the controller is evaluated using RoA 225

analysis. Numerical simulations are carried out to validate the 226
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given methods. Supplementary Video of the simulations can be227

found at: https://youtu.be/wXCkwEe7IL0.228

3. Modeling of Floating-Base Systems229

3.1. Kinematics and Dynamics Motion Equations230

The dynamics modeling of floating base systems has been231

a research topic since 1980’s, and there are various approaches232

tailored to the specific application needs. Notably the centroidal233

dynamics formulation (Dubowsky & Papadopoulos, 1993; Pa-234

padopoulos & Dubowsky, 1993a) has gained popularity for235

control of humanoids and legged robots (Orin & Goswami,236

2008; Orin et al., 2013). An important aspect of the kinemat-237

ics and dynamics formulation is that it requires minimal effort238

in terms of parameter conventions, reusability, and modular-239

ity. In this respect, the Lie group and screw formulations (Park240

et al., 1995; Lynch & Park, 2017; Müller, 2018b,a) are clearly241

the method of choice. Moreover, its consistent mathematical242

setting makes ideal for numerical simulation (using Lie-group243

integration schemes) and further offer insight into the geome-244

try of motion. Such a formulation is briefly summarized in this245

section.246

A space-fixed frame F0 is introduced, and a frame Fb is at-247

tached at the moving base (see Figure 2). The configuration248

of the floating-base system is described by the configuration of249

the base relative to F0 and by the pose of the attached kine-250

matic chains relative to the base. The latter is also referred to251

as the ’shape’. Denote with ϑ ∈ Vn the joint coordinate vec-252

tor of the kinematic chain, and with Cb ∈ SE (3) the transfor-253

1
2

3

b

E

{C}

04

Figure 2: Assignment of body-fixed frames. F0 denotes the inertial frame, Fb
the frame at the base of the chaser, and Fi the frame at link i of the robot arm.

mation matrix from Fb to F0. The configuration is then de- 254

scribed by q = (Cb,ϑ) ∈ SE (3)×Vn, and SE (3)×Vn is re- 255

garded as configuration space. The corresponding generalized 256

velocity is introduced s := (Vb, ϑ̇) ∈ R6+n � se(3)×Rn where 257

Vb = (ωb,vb) ∈R6 � se(3) is the twist of the base body, which 258

will be in body-fixed representation. 259

A body-fixed frame Fi, i = 1, . . . ,n is attached at each link of

the tree-topology system. The pose of body i relative to the base

frame Fb is determined by the product of exponentials (Brock-

ett, 1984; Lynch & Park, 2017)

Ci (ϑ) = exp(Y1ϑ1)exp(Y2ϑ2) · . . . · exp(Yiϑi)Ai. (1)

where Y j ∈ R6 is the screw coordinate vector of joint j in the

reference configuration ϑ = 0 represented in the base frame,

and Ai = Ci (0) is the reference configuration of body i relative

to the base frame. Denote with V̄i the absolute twist of body i

relative to F0 represented in Fi, and with Vb =
(
Vb, V̄1, . . . , V̄n

)
the body-fixed system twist. Further, denote with Xi ∈ R6 the

constant screw coordinate vector of joint i represented in Fi.

The system twist is expressed in terms of the generalized state

as

Vb = Jbs (2)

where the geometric system Jacobian Jb (ϑ) is given by

Jb = AbXb, with Ab :=
(

I 0
U A

)
,Xb :=

(
I 0
0 X

)
(3)

and with A(ϑ) ∈ R6×n,6×n, U(ϑ) ∈ R6×n,6, and X ∈ R6×n,n

defined as

A =


I 0 0 · · · 0

I 0 · · · 0
. . .

...
AdCi, j 0

I

 , U =


Ad−1

C1
Ad−1

C2
...

Ad−1
Cn

 (4)

X = diag (X1, . . . ,Xn) . (5)

The equations of motion (EOM) of the floating-base system

are written in the form

M(ϑ) ṡ+C(ϑ ,s)s+Qgrav (q) = Qact (6)

where Qact = (Wact,τ)
T ∈ R6×n consists of the wrench Wact ∈ 260

R6 acting at the base, and the vector of joint control torques 261

https://youtu.be/wXCkwEe7IL0
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τ ∈ Rn. Qgrav (q) is the vector of generalized gravity forces262

which are taken to be zero for orbital free-floating robots. The263

base wrench Wact is used to model the effect of thrusters or264

reaction-wheels.265

All terms in Equation 6 can be expressed in closed form in266

terms of simple algebraic operations. To this end, denote with267

Mb the mass matrix of the base w.r.t. Fb, and with Mi, i =268

1, . . . ,n the mass matrix of link i w.r.t. Fi. Then the mass and269

Coriolis matrix are270

M(ϑ) = JT
b MbJb (7)

C(ϑ ,s) = JT
b (MbAbbbXb −bT

b MbJb). (8)

where

Mb = diag(Mb,M1, . . . ,Mn) (9)

bb(Vb) = diag (adVb ,adV̄1
, . . . ,adV̄n

) (10)

and ad is the 6× 6 matrix corresponding to the adjoint action,271

i.e. the Lie bracket on se(3), so that adYX is the screw product272

of two screw coordinate vectors (Lynch & Park, 2017; Müller,273

2018b). The vector of generalized actuation forces is given with274

the system Jacobian as Qact = JT
b Wact

b .275

Remark. The above closed form expressions can be readily276

translated into recursive O(n) algorithms for solving the equa-277

tions of motion (Jain, 2011; Featherstone, 2008). In particular,278

Recursive Newton Euler Algorithm (RNEA) is typically used to279

solve the inverse dynamics of robots and the Articulated Body280

Algorithm (ABA) is used for solving the forward dynamics in281

a computationally efficient manner.282

3.2. Momentum Conservation and Decoupling283

Various aspects of control and simulation of space robots

are to be noticed. The EOM (Equation 6) can be separated for

base and arm dynamics. The base dynamics is governed by

the momentum balance (the Euler-Poincaré equations) and the

manipulator dynamics by the Lagrange equations. The mass

matrix can be split accordingly as

M(ϑ) =

(
Mbb Mbc
MT

bc Mcc

)
(11)

which allows to separate the base momentum

Πb (ϑ ,s) = Mbb (ϑ)Vb +Mbc (ϑ) ϑ̇ . (12)

Mbb is called the locked inertia tensor. Assuming zero initial

base momentum, i.e. Πb (ϑ ,s) = 0, the momentum conserva-

tion yields the relation

Vb = Fϑ ϑ̇ , with Fϑ (ϑ) :=−M−1
bb Mbc (13)

where M−1
bb Mbc is called dynamic coupling factor (Xu, 1993).

Similarly, the Coriolis matrix can be split into the floating base

and manipulator parts according to

C(ϑ ,s) =
(

Cbb Cbc
CT

bc Ccc

)
. (14)

Substituting Equation 13 into Equation 6 while assuming

Wact = 0 yields the reduced EOM in terms of the joint variables

Mϑ ϑ̈ +Cϑ ϑ̇ = τ (15)

with the reduced system inertia matrix and the reduced system

Coriolis matrix

Mϑ (ϑ) := Mcc +MT
bcFϑ (16)

Cϑ (ϑ , ϑ̇) := Ccc +FT
ϑ CbbFϑ +FT

ϑ Cbc +CcbFϑ . (17)

These EOM are the basis for controlling the robot. The result- 284

ing base motion is determined by the solution of Equation 13. 285

This also gives rise to an attitude control problem. As the mo- 286

mentum of the entire system is conserved, it is to be noticed that 287

the momentum conservation represents a non-holonomic con- 288

straint, and the control problem in terms of ϑ is non-holonomic. 289

The Equation 13 serve as kinematic reconstructions that deter- 290

mine the attitude from the motion of the arm. 291

3.3. Forward kinematics 292

The EE (gripper) is attached at the last link n of the robotic

arm of a space robot, and is represented by an EE-frame FE.

The EE-twist relative to the base is then determined as VE =

JEϑ̇ . The latter is the last block row of Jb in Equation 3, and can

thus be computed efficiently. With the relation in Equation 13,

the EE-twist relative the to the inertial frame F0 is determined

as

V̄E = J̄Eϑ̇ (18)
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where

J̄E = Ad−1
CE

JE +Fϑ (19)

is the generalized EE-Jacobian (Umetani & Yoshida, 1987,293

1989; Yoshida & Umetani, 1993; Yoshida & Nenchev, 1998),294

and CE is the pose of the last link determined by Equation 1.295

In addition to the well-known kinematic singularities, the296

generalized Jacobian exhibits special singularities. Configura-297

tions where the rank of J̄E drops are called dynamics singulari-298

ties (Papadopoulos & Dubowsky, 1991, 1993b). Consequences299

of dynamic singularities for the control of space robots, and300

the determination of singularity free workspace, are discussed301

in Papadopoulos & Dubowsky (1991, 1993b,a); Nanos & Pa-302

padopoulos (2012).303

4. Trajectory Optimization304

In this section, we describe the trajectory optimization305

method for finding a post-capture detumble trajectory. For306

the post-capture detumble scenario, we consider the case of a307

chaser spacecraft with a 3 Degree of Freedom (DoF) robot arm308

capturing a tumbling target satellite. We consider a target tum-309

bling at a rate of 5◦ s−1 about a given axis. The chaser space-310

craft has a mass of 100kg (evenly distributed about a cube of311

a 2m side), the links have masses of 10kg, 8kg, and 4kg and312

lengths of 0.9m, 0.7m, and 0.3m. The target spacecraft has a313

mass of 50kg (evenly distributed about a cube of a 0.6m side).314

4.1. Capture Scenario315

Here, we describe an ideal debris capture during a robotic316

ADR mission. Although the ideal capture is not achievable dur-317

ing operation, its description provides properties of the system318

during the ADR operation which are used in the following sec-319

tions of this paper. An ideal capture is obtained when the end-320

effector of the robotic arm on the chaser spacecraft is perfectly321

in sync with the grasp point on the target. This implies that the322

relative velocity between the end-effector and the grasp point323

is zero. Once such state is obtained, we assume that the chaser324

then captures the target without applying any contact forces on325

the target due to the zero relative velocity between the contact326

surfaces. Post-contact, the grasping mechanism locks the sys- 327

tem such that a rigid connection can be assumed between the 328

chaser-target system. The target then acts as an extension to 329

the end-effector link in terms of the link’s mass-inertia proper- 330

ties within the chaser-target multi-body system. Post-capture, 331

the state of the system is thus identical to the pre-capture syn- 332

chronized state with the only difference being that the chaser 333

and target spacecraft are now connected via a rigid connection 334

and thus can be assumed as a singular larger multi-body system. 335

The generalized velocities of the combined system post-capture 336

are given by the generalized velocities of the chaser as the tar- 337

get is now an extension of the chaser’s rigid body chain. The 338

realization of the chaser spacecraft’s initial syncing maneuver, 339

i.e. approach, is assumed to be possible and its trajectory op- 340

timization and stabilization are not considered in the focus of 341

this paper. The post-capture state described here is used as the 342

initial condition for the trajectory optimization described in the 343

following section. For an ideal capture, a zero-wrench contact 344

map is thus assumed resulting in no change in velocities pre- 345

and post-capture. 346

4.2. Initial State for Detumbling 347

To find the initial state of the system the capture scenario

mentioned in Sub-Section 4.1 is used. Post-capture, the com-

bined chaser-target system’s initial state should be such that the

rotation of the target is maintained (due to perfect synchroniza-

tion). For this, Resolved Motion Rate Control (RMRC) with

the Generalized Jacobian Matrix (GJM) (Umetani & Yoshida,

1989) are used to find the initial state of the combined chaser-

target system. The initial state was estimated such that the end-

effector (in this case, the Center of Mass (CoM) of the target

object) has the given initial rotation rate. RMRC is used to find

the chaser robot arm’s joint rates at a feasible capture configu-

ration which results in perfect synchronization. The GJM of the

target, denoted by J̄t is given in Equation 19. The RMRC can

be now expressed as:

ϑ̇ = J̄−1
t V̄t (20)
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Here, ϑ̇ ∈ Rn are the joint rates and V̄t ∈ R6 represents the348

twist vector of the target spacecraft. Equation 20 can be used349

to determine the joint rates required for perfect synchronization350

with the rotation rate of the target. This provides the system351

state post-capture.352

4.3. Problem Formulation353

In this section, the trajectory optimization problem is formu-354

lated. Then, the initial and final states can be used to transcribe355

it into a Non-Linear Programming (NLP) problem and solve356

it using off the shelf NLP solvers. To solve the trajectory op-357

timization problem, the direct collocation (Kelly, 2017; Betts,358

2010) method was used. The optimization problem formulation359

relies on minimizing the following costs: detumble time, actu-360

ator effort, and final velocities while satisfying the following361

constraints: system dynamics, initial state and actuation limits.362

The costs and constraints for the trajectory optimization prob-363

lem can be written as follows:364

min
q,Qact

∫ t f

0
(wt∆t +QactT wactQact)dt + sT

f wss f

sub ject to :
(21a)

M(ϑ) ṡ+C(ϑ ,s)s = Qact (t) (21b)

q̇b =
1
2

Ω(ωb)qb (21c)

∥qb∥= 1 (21d)

q ⊂ qlim, s ⊂ slim (21e)

Qact ⊂ Qact
lim (21f)

q(t0) = q0 (21g)

Here, wt ,wact, and ws are the weights for the time, actuator365

effort, and final velocity costs respectively. Note that the time366

and actuator costs are cumulative costs whereas the final ve-367

locity cost is a terminal cost. Equations 21b-21g represent the368

constraints used for optimization: dynamics, state limits, actu-369

ation limits, and initial condition respectively. The dynamics370

constraint in Equation 21b represents the equations of motion371

for a multi-body system without gravity from Section 3. For the372

trajectory optimization, the base-orientation of the system con- 373

figuration q is parameterised using a unit-quaternion qb. Equa- 374

tion 21c gives the mapping between angular velocity and the 375

quaternion derivatives i.e. quaternion kinematics for the float- 376

ing base of the chaser spacecraft (Andrle & Crassidis, 2013). 377

q represents the generalized coordinates of the system whereas 378

qb is the rotation representation of the chaser’s base using a unit 379

quaternion in Equation 21d. 380

4.4. Transcription and Results 381

The trajectory optimization formulation given in Sub- 382

Section 4.3 is discretized using Euler’s method (first order ap- 383

proximation) and solved using the SNOPT (Sparse Nonlinear 384

OPTimizer) solver (Gill et al., 2005). Higher order methods 385

for trajectory optimization can be used to obtain better inter- 386

polation results (Betts, 2010; Jankovic & Kirchner, 2018). For 387

the purpose of this work, Euler’s method provides a sufficiently 388

accurate model for stabilization and satisfies the dynamics con- 389

straints at the knot points. N = 100 knot/collocation points were 390

considered for the discretised optimization problem. The time- 391

step for the trajectory is taken as an optimization variable and 392

is constrained between 0.01s and 0.2s. This allows us to for- 393

mulate the detumbling as an optimal-time problem. The dis- 394

cretized equations for the SNOPT solver can be written as fol- 395

lows: 396

min
q[k],Qact

N

∑
k=1

∆t[k](wt +Qact[k]T wactQact[k])+ s[N]T wss[N]

sub ject to :

(22a)

M[k+1]ṡ[k]++C[k+1]−Qact[k] = 0, ∀k ⊂ [0,N −1] (22b)

s[k+1] = s[k]+∆t[k]ṡ[k], ∀k ⊂ [0,N −1] (22c)

q[k+1] = q[k]+∆t[k]s[k+1], ∀k ⊂ [0,N −1] (22d)

q̇b[k+1] =
1
2

Ω(ωb[k+1])qb[k], ∀k ⊂ [0,N −1] (22e)

∥qb[[k]∥= 1, ∀k ⊂ [0,N] (22f)

∆t[k+1] = ∆t[k], ∀k ⊂ [0,N −1] (22g)

Qact[k]⊂ Qact
lim, ∀k ⊂ [0,N] (22h)

q[k]⊂ qlim, ∀k ⊂ [0,N] (22i)

s[k]⊂ slim, ∀k ⊂ [0,N] (22j)

q[0] = q0 (22k)

s[0] = s0 (22l)
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The above given problem and constraints were solved using397

the SNOPT solver in Drake. The constraints in Equation 22398

were initially relaxed to obtain an initial guess for the trajec-399

tory. This initial guess was used for solving the final optimiza-400

tion problem. The results from the trajectory optimization can401

be seen in Figure 3. It can be seen here that an optimal time402

problem results in a bang-bang like policy for the control in-403

puts. If an actuator is unable to realize the sharp control input404

changes, adding actuator constraints is trivial in the above given405

trajectory optimization method. For this work, we assume that406

the actuator can realize the given control trajectory.407

5. Trajectory Stabilization408

The trajectories generated using the methods given in Sec-409

tion 4 cannot be directly followed on a real system or in a410

dynamics simulator. This is due to the following: integra-411

tion errors, modelling errors, disturbances, and sensor inaccu-412

racies. To follow a trajectory, either the trajectory optimiza-413

tion should be run online during the maneuver, also known414

as Model Predictive Control (Camacho & Bordons (2007)), or415

an online feedback-based trajectory stabilization controller has416

to be utilized. In this paper, we present the latter approach417

and stabilize the given trajectory using a Time-Varying Linear418

Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR) (Bertsekas (2012)). The benefit419

of using TVLQR to stabilize the trajectory is that it allows for420

a Lyapunov stability based Region of Attraction (RoA) anal-421

ysis (Reist & Tedrake (2010)), which is carried out in Sec-422

tion 6. For TVLQR, a time-varying linearization of the post-423

capture robotic system is needed. As seen in Section 4, the424

trajectory optimization is performed using a quaternion-based425

representation of the Chaser spacecraft’s attitude. This choice426

was made as quaternions are a more compact representation427

when compared to rotation matrices, thereby saving memory428

and having fewer constraints in trajectory optimization, and are429

a singularity-free representation when compared to Euler an-430

gles. Free-floating multibody systems which use quaternions431

for rotation representation usually use either numerical differ-432

entiation (Mason et al. (2014)) or conversion to Euler angle433
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Figure 3: Results from Detumble Trajectory Optimization.
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representation (Mohamed et al. (2019)) for linearization. This434

is because directly linearizing quaternion-based dynamics re-435

sults in a linear system that is not controllable (Zhou & Col-436

gren (2005)). Directly linearizing the quaternion-based dynam-437

ics equations results in a linear system with 4 DoFs for the base438

attitude as the unit quaternion constraint is not considered. This439

results in an uncontrollable system. A method for quaternion-440

based linearization for satellite attitude control was shown in441

Yang (2010, 2012). In the following section, we extend this442

method to apply for a free-floating multibody system. This lin-443

earization is then used in the TVLQR controller synthesis.444

5.1. Time Invariant Quaternion-based LQR Synthesis445

A unit quaternion, used to represent rotations, can be geo-446

metrically visualized as points on a unit 3-sphere S3 embedded447

in R4. The quaternion representing the chaser’s base attitude448

can be then written as qb ∈ R4:449

qb =


q0
q1
q2
q4

=

[
cos(α/2)
esin(α/2)

]
∈ R4 (23)

Here, α ∈ [0,π] represents the equivalent rotation about450

about a fixed unit axis e (called the Euler Axis) that runs451

through a fixed point. This equivalency is given using the Eu-452

ler’s rotation theorem. By this construction, the quaternion unit453

length constraint ∥q∥ = 1 can be observed. The quaternion454

kinematics that describe the relation between angular velocity455

and quaternion derivatives can be written as shown in Equa-456

tion 21c (Andrle & Crassidis, 2013).457

q̇b =
1
2

Ω(ω)qb =
1
2

[
0 −ωT

ω −[ω]

]
qb (24)

Here, [ω]∈ so(3) is its 3×3 matrix representation (Lynch &458

Park, 2017). The quaternion kinematics from Equation 24 can459

be further expanded to it’s full matrix form as:460


q̇0
q̇1
q̇2
q̇3

=
1
2


0 −ω1 −ω2 −ω3

ω1 0 ω3 −ω2
ω2 −ω3 0 ω1
ω3 ω2 −ω1 0




q0
q1
q2
q3

 (25)

This can be rearranged as:461


q̇0
q̇1
q̇2
q̇3

=
1
2


q0 −q1 −q2 −q3
q1 q0 −q3 q2
q2 q3 q0 −q1
q3 −q2 q1 q0




0
ω1
ω2
ω3

 (26)

Assuming α , ±π , the scalar part of the quaternion can be 462

written as: 463

q0 =
√

1−q2
1 −q2

2 −q2
3 (27)

We can now use this relationship in Equation 26 to get a one- 464

to-one mapping between the angular velocities and the vector 465

part of the quaternion derivatives: 466

˙̄qb =
1
2

Dqω (28)

where q̄b is the vector part of the unit quaternion and 467

Dq =

 q0 −q3 q2
q3 q0 −q1
−q2 q1 q0

 (29)

It is shown in Yang (2010) that this mapping has a singu- 468

larity at α = ±π . The assumption of α , ±π is justified as 469

this mapping is only used for the linearized system which is 470

valid only in the local vicinity of the trajectory with a moving 471

reference frame in error coordinates (as will be shown in Sub- 472

Section 5.2). Thus, such large rotations (±π) are not expected 473

in this moving relative error coordinate local reference frame 474

along the trajectory and can be safely ignored. 475

A free-floating multibody system has a configuration space 476

of SE(3)×Rn where n is the number of joints in the system. 477

The state vector for a multi-body system is written as: 478

x = [q̄b ,rb,ϑ ,ωb,vb, ϑ̇ ]T (30)

Here, q̄b is the vector part of the unit quaternion representing 479

the chaser spacecraft’s floating base orientation, rb is the posi- 480

tion vector of the center of mass of the chaser spacecraft’s base, 481

ϑ is the vector of generalized joint positions, ωb the angular 482

velocity of the chaser spacecraft’s base, vb the linear velocity 483

of the chaser spacecraft’s base, and ϑ̇ is the generalized joint 484

velocity vector, all expressed with respect to the inertial frame 485
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of reference, also known as hybrid representation in kinematics486

(Müller, 2018b). The derivative of the state can be written as:487

ẋ = [ ˙̄qb ,vb, ϑ̇ , ω̇b , v̇b, ϑ̈ ]T (31)

From Equation 6, using a fixed point for linearization (where488

s =
[

˙̄qb,vb, ϑ̇
]
= 0), the equations of motion at the fixed point489

reduces to:490

M(ϑ) ṡ = Qact (32)

ṡ =

ω̇b
v̇b
ϑ̈

= M−1Qact (33)

From Equation 28, Equation 31, and Equation 33 the state491

derivative can be written as:492

ẋ = [
1
2

Dqωb,vb, ϑ̇ ,M−1Qact]T (34)

We can now take a first-order Taylor expansion of Equa-493

tion 34 about a fixed point at origin494

ẋ ≈ f(x∗,Qact∗)+

[
∂ f
∂x

]
x=x∗,Qact=Qact∗

(x−x∗)

+

[
∂ f

∂Qact

]
x=x∗,Qact=Qact∗

(Qact −Qact∗) (35)

The partial derivatives in matrix form can found in Equa-495

tion A.1 and Equation A.2 in Appendix A.496

After evaluating the partial derivatives at the fixed point, the497

linear system can be written as:498

ẋ = Ax+BQact (36)

where:499

A =


03×3 03×3 03×n

1
2 E3×3 03×3 03×n

03×3 03×3 03×n 03×3 E3×3 03×n
0n×3 0n×3 0n×n 0n×3 0n×3 En×n

0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×n 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×n


(37)

B =


03×(6+n)
03×(6+n)
0n×(6+n)

M−1
(6+n)×(6+n)

 (38)

It can be easily verified that the controllability matrix 500[
B AB A2B ... A2(6+n)−1B

]
of the linear system given 501

above is full-rank i.e. the system is controllable. For such 502

a controllable system LQR provides a controller which is lo- 503

cally optimal and globally asymptotically stable for a fully- 504

actuated multibody system in SE(3)×Rn. This time invari- 505

ant quaternion-based LQR is demonstrated in simulation for 506

the system described in Section 4 by perturbing the system 507

at a fixed point and letting the controller bring it back to 508

origin. The initial state vector for this simulation is: x0 = 509

[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0.5,1,0.1,1,0,0,0,0,1]. The time evolu- 510

tion of the system can be seen in Figure 4 along with the posi- 511

tion plots in Figure 5. 512

Figure 4: Time Evolution of Quaternion-Based LQR Controller stabilizing the
post-capture Chaser-Target system when perturbed. The blue spacecraft with
the robot arm is the chaser while the red spacecraft is the captured target. The
initial perturbed state can be seen on the top left image and the stabilization
follows from left to right, top to bottom with the bottom right image showing
the system back to its initial fixed point.

Remark. The quaternion based linearization presented above

can be alternatively performed using SO(3) rotation parameter-

ization in terms of canonical coordinates (axis/angle), and its

differential. Let e denote the unit rotation axis vector and α

denote the rotation angle. Together, y = αe ∈ R3 defines the

canonical coordinates of the first kind. In particular, the dexp

mapping (Müller, 2021) dexpy : R3 7→ R3 provides a relation-

ship between the angular velocity ω ∈ R3 and the time deriva-

tive of the canonical coordinates ẏ ∈ R3 given by:

ω = dexpyẏ (39)
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Figure 5: Base and Joint Positions During Stabilization using Quaternion-based LQR.

or ẏ = dexp−1
y ω (40)

The closed form expression for dexp−1
y is given by:

dexp−1
y = I− 1

2
[y]+ ω̂ω̂

T (1− γ) (41)

where γ = α ′
β ′ ,α

′ = sincα,β ′ = sinc2(α

2 ) and sinc is the cardi-

nal sin function. Note that Equation 40 is analogous to Equa-

tion 28 introduced previously in case of quaternion based pa-

rameterization of the rotation matrix. The state vector of the

free floating multi-body system with this alternative canonical

parameterization is written as:

x = [y,rb,ϑ ,ωb,vb, ϑ̇ ]T (42)

and its time derivative ẋ as

ẋ= [ẏ,vb, ϑ̇ , ω̇b, v̇b, ϑ̈ ]T = [dexp−1
y ω,vb, ϑ̇ ,M−1Qact]T . (43)

The corresponding A matrix in this case is given by:

A =


03×3 03×3 03×n E3×3 03×3 03×n
03×3 03×3 03×n 03×3 E3×3 03×n
0n×3 0n×3 0n×n 0n×3 0n×3 En×n

0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×n 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×3 0(6+n)×n


(44)

and the B matrix remains the same as Equation 38.513

5.2. Time-Varying LQR Synthesis514

For creating a TVLQR controller, a time-varying error coor-515

dinate form with respect to the trajectory computed in Section 4516

is defined as:517

x̄(t) = x(t)−x∗(t), Q̄act(t) = Qact(t)−Qact∗(t) (45)

where x∗(t) and Qact∗(t) are the optimal/nominal state and518

control trajectories from trajectory optimization. Using the lin-519

earization methods developed in Sub-Section 5.1, we can now520

linearize the system along the trajectory knot points (from Sec- 521

tion 4) using the error coordinates. However, since the system 522

is no longer at a fixed point, we also consider the Coriolis terms 523

in the equations of motion from Equation 6 and can re-write 524

Equation 33 also in error coordinates as: 525

˙̄s =

 ˙̄ωb
˙̄vb
¨̄
ϑ

= M−1(Q̄act −Cs̄) (46)

Here, s̄ represents the velocities in the time-varying error co- 526

ordinate frame similar to in Equation 45. The state derivative 527

from Equation 34 can also now be written in error coordinates 528

as: 529

˙̄x = [
1
2

Dqω̄b, v̄b,
˙̄
ϑ ,M−1(Q̄act −Cs̄)]T (47)

We can now take a first-order Taylor expansion of Equa- 530

tion 47: 531

˙̄x = x(t)−x∗(t)≈ f(x∗,Qact∗)+

[
∂ f
∂x

]
x=x∗,Qact=Qact∗

(x−x∗)

+

[
∂ f

∂Qact

]
x=x∗,Qact=Qact∗

(Qact −Qact∗)− f(x∗,Qact∗) (48)

The partial derivatives in matrix form can found in Equa- 532

tion A.3 and Equation A.4 in Appendix A. 533

After evaluating the partial derivatives using automatic dif- 534

ferentiation (Guennebaud et al., 2010), the time-varying linear 535

system in error coordinates is obtained as: 536

˙̄x(t) = Ā(t)x̄(t)+ B̄(t)Q̄act(t) (49)
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For this time-varying linear system, we use a quadratic cost537

to drive the errors to zero along the nominal trajectory. The538

quadratic cost can be divided as running cost along the trajec-539

tory and the final cost and expressed as:540

J(x̄,Q̄act, t) =
∫ t f

0
(x̄T (t)Qx̄(t)+Q̄actT (t)RQ̄act(t))dt+ x̄T (t f )Qfx̄(t f )

(50)

where Q = QT ⪰ 0,R = RT ⪰ 0,Qf = Qf
T ⪰ 0 are positive541

semi-definite state and input cost, and final state cost matrices542

respectively. It is well known that the optimal cost-to-go J∗ for543

such a system can be written as a time-varying quadratic term544

(Bertsekas, 2012; Tedrake, 2022):545

J∗(x̄, t) = x̄T (t)S(t)x̄(t) (51)

Here, S(t) is the solution to the differential Riccati Equation.546

The optimal cost-to-go and S(t) can be obtained by solving547

the differential Riccati equation constructed using Equation 49548

and Equation 50 backwards in time (Bertsekas, 2012; Tedrake,549

2022). This is then used to construct the TVLQR gain matrix:550

K(t) = R−1B̄T (t)S(t) (52)

The resulting controller is a time-varying optimal controller551

to track the given trajectory and stabilize it, this can be written552

as:553

Qact(t) = Qact∗(t)−K(t)x̄(t) (53)

The closed loop dynamics for the simulator with the TVLQR

controller can be written as:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),Qact∗(t)−K(t)x̄(t)) (54)

The results of trajectory tracking using trajectory stabiliza-554

tion for detumbling can be seen in Figure 6a and Figure 6b.555

The actuation required by the trajectory stabilization controller556

is shown in Figure 6d and Figure 6e.557

To examine the robustness of the TVLQR controller, the ini-558

tial tumble rate of the target was varied between 4◦ s−1 and559

6◦ s−1. The initial state was determined using the method pro- 560

vided in Sub-Section 4.2. This provides the insight into the per- 561

formance of the controller with an error in the target’s estimated 562

tumble rate. The results can be seen in Figure 6c. 563

From Figure 6c, it can be seen that the stabilization method 564

is robust to initial tumble rates. To further study the region of 565

state-space that the controller can stabilize and successfully de- 566

tumble, a study on the controller’s RoA using Lyapunov-based 567

probabilistic RoA estimation is given in Section 6. 568

6. Region of Attraction Estimation 569

The RoA can informally be defined as the greatest area 570

around a fixed point for which all trajectories lead towards that 571

fixed point (Khalil, 2002). The problem of finding the RoA 572

for nonlinear systems with a TVLQR policy can be solved by 573

casting it as a convex sum-of-squares optimization problem 574

(Tedrake et al., 2010) or by simulation of the nonlinear closed 575

loop dynamics (Reist & Tedrake, 2010). Within this work, the 576

latter method is used to obtain a probabilistic certificate that en- 577

sures the composability of sequential LQR policies. In order 578

to estimate the RoA, the closed loop dynamics are simulated 579

for a set of random initial conditions around the starting point 580

of the nominal trajectory. The RoA is evaluated at a number 581

of discrete steps k at time k∆t. The set of all estimates at these 582

timesteps then makes up the time varying RoA which resembles 583

a funnel. 584

The true RoA, albeit unknown, can conservatively be esti- 585

mated by considering an invariant sublevel set of a Lyapunov 586

function: 587

B(ρ) = {x|V (x)≤ ρ} (55)

Here B denotes a sublevel set of the Lyapunov function V (x) 588

that is limited by a scalar ρ . When using a TVLQR feedback 589

policy, the optimal cost-to-go serves as a locally valid Lyapunov 590

function Tedrake (2022). Equation 55 can then be written as: 591

B(ρ, t) = {x̄T (t)S(t)x̄(t)≤ ρ(t)} (56)
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Figure 6: Results from trajectory stabilization using TVLQR to track optimal detumble trajectories. Trajectories with ∗ represent the optimal trajectory from
trajectory optimization.

Since x∗, S and also ρ are functions of time, it makes sense592

to think about this time varying set that describes the RoA as a593

funnel. S(t) is known from solving the Ricatti Equations during594

TVLQR synthesis. However, in order to estimate B(ρ, t) an595

estimate of ρ is needed for every k.596

Due to the free floating dynamics of the system it is suf-597

ficient for the TVLQR to bring the system into a state from598

which an infinite horizon Time-Invariant LQR (TILQR) policy599

synthesized for the fixed point at the end of the nominal trajec-600

tory could fully stabilize it. Here, we assume a policy exists601

that can stabilize all states within an elliptical region around the602

final nominal state:603

B f = {x|x̄T
f S f x̄ f < ρ f } (57)

Here S f = S(t = tfin) is the cost-to-go matrix assigned to the604

last nominal state of x∗ and x̄ f = x−x∗(t f ). Furthermore, ρ f is605

calculated using the maximum allowed deviation (x̄f,max) from606

the end of the trajectory:607

ρ f = x̄T
f,maxS f x̄f,max (58)

For RoA estimation, the closed loop multibody system as608

defined in Equation 54 is considered. Additionally, a gener- 609

alized fuel constraint limits the amount of energy that can be 610

used for stabilization. We first simulate the nominal trajectory 611

to obtain E0, the nominal generalized energy, which is a time 612

integral over the sum of all control inputs Qact. The budget for 613

stabilization is defined with respect to E0: 614

ETVLQR

E0
= α (59)

Accordingly, the maximum energy Emax within simulations 615

is given by the sum of the nominal energy and the contributions 616

of the tracking controller: 617

Emax = (1+α)E0 (60)

Before the first simulation, initial conditions are drawn from 618

a multivariate uniform distribution defined over a box shaped 619

domain around x∗(0). After some failed simulations, better 620

estimates for this region are available and only sampled states 621

from within this updated estimate of the inlet of the funnel are 622

considered for further processing. 623

The simulation is done piece-wise, from step k at time k∆t 624

to step k+1 at (k+1)∆t. If during a simulation from k to k+1 625
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Figure 7: Evolution of ρ during the simulation runs.

a constraint is violated or, if after simulation to the subsequent626

slice the state is outside the last estimate of the RoA assigned627

to this slice, all of the preceding estimates are shrunk such that628

the states that lead to failure are no longer part of the RoA. If no629

constraint was violated and the state remained within the pre-630

viously estimated RoA, the cost-to-go of this state is appended631

to a buffer J⋆buf that is used to replace RoA estimates in case a632

subsequent part of the current simulation fails due to the rea-633

sons previously mentioned. At step k the RoAs assigned to all634

preceding steps can be written as follows:635

ρ j,κ =


J⋆bufκ

,κ ∈ {0, . . . ,k}, if E > Emax
or J⋆j,k+1 > ρ j−1,k+1

ρ j−1,κ ,κ ∈ {0, . . . ,n−1}, else
(61)

This process is based on and explained in detail within Reist636

& Tedrake (2010).637

A RoA analysis has been performed for the closed loop en-638

ergy constrained system. The estimates of ρ(t) over the course639

of 30 simulations is shown in Figure 7. During the first sim-640

ulations (topmost, red lines) the fuel constraint was violated.641

Subsequently initial conditions with a lower initial cost-to-go642

were simulated (yellow), thereby continuously reducing the es-643

timate of ρ(t). The final estimate of ρ is shown by the blue644

line.645

A more intuitive view of the RoA can be obtained by assum-646

ing that all but 2 states of x are nominal. This yields a reduced647

order cost-to-go formulation:648

J⋆ =
[

x̄p
x̄q

]T [Sp,p Sp,q
Sp,q Sq,q

][
x̄p
x̄q

]
= ρ (62)

By considering an Eigendecomposition of this reduced order 649

system for every k, a set of rotated ellipses showing a slice of 650

the RoA around x0(t) for the state variables xp(t) and xq(t) can 651

be created. Figure 8a - Figure 8c depict funnels showing the 652

RoA within various dimensions. 653

7. Summary 654

In this paper, we have introduced a method for post-capture 655

trajectory stabilization using a Time-Varying LQR (TVLQR) 656

controller. The initial state was computed assuming an ideal 657

capture scenario. This initial state was then used to perform tra- 658

jectory optimization to obtain an optimal detumble trajectory. 659

The motion along the computed trajectory was stabilized using 660

a quaternion-based TVLQR controller and tested on a dynamics 661

simulator. The robustness of the given controller was quantified 662

and verified using a probabilistic Region of Attraction (RoA) 663

estimation. In contrast to other currently available methods, the 664

RoA allows this controller to be certified for the disturbances 665

it can recover from. This allows sequential controller compo- 666

sition (Burridge et al., 1999) for robotic active debris removal. 667

It provides a goal set for the capture controller which guaran- 668

tees a stable post-capture detumble. The following avenues of 669

research will be pursued next to further this research: experi- 670

mental validation using a air-bearing flat floor facility, project- 671

ing the RoA through contact dynamics to obtain the RoA in 672

wrench space for capture, and increasing the admissible RoA 673

using LQR-Trees. 674
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Appendix A. Linearized System Matrices

A =

[
∂ f
∂x

]
=
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B =

[
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]
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∂
1
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B(t) =
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